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/**
 * Use this method to make sure the page tree has a linear structure
 * (every leave is attached directly to the root).
 * Use this method to allow page reordering with method reorderPages.
 */
 public void setLinearPageMode() {
  root.setLinearMode(null);
}
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/**
 * Use this method to make sure the page tree has a linear structure
 * (every leave is attached directly to the root).
 * Use this method to allow page reordering with method reorderPages.
 */
 public void setLinearPageMode() {
  root.setLinearMode(null);
}
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/**
 * Use this method to make sure the page tree has a linear structure
 * (every leave is attached directly to the root).
 * Use this method to allow page reordering with method reorderPages.
 */
 public void setLinearPageMode() {
  root.setLinearMode(null);
}
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Popular in Java
	Making http requests using okhttp
	addToBackStack (FragmentTransaction)
	requestLocationUpdates (LocationManager)
	setRequestProperty (URLConnection)
	HttpServer (com.sun.net.httpserver)This class implements a simple HTTP server. A HttpServer is bound to an IP
address and port number a

	URI (java.net)A Uniform Resource Identifier that identifies an abstract or physical resource,
as specified by RFC 

	Calendar (java.util) Calendar is an abstract base class for converting between a Date object and a
set of integer fields

	UUID (java.util)UUID is an immutable representation of a 128-bit universally unique identifier
(UUID). There are mul

	Manifest (java.util.jar)The Manifest class is used to obtain attribute information for a JarFile and its
entries.

	Servlet (javax.servlet)Defines methods that all servlets must implement. A servlet is a small Java
program that runs within

	Top plugins for Android Studio
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